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stablished in the
year 2010, Pathways
Schools – a group of
K12 & pre-primary
schools, established in the
prime locations of Gurgaon,
Noida, & Aravali, stretched
across a 10-acre site, &
decently
equipped
with
modern
infrastructure
&
best-in-class
architecture
– since its inception, has
worked
in
the
overall
development of the students.
Pathways Gurgaon focuses
on teaching the students with
the best possible & modern
teaching techniques, thus the
classrooms are equipped with
interactive whiteboards &
projection screens to enhance
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the
classroom
learning
experience.
The
school
deeply focuses on sporting
infrastructure & has dedicated
an ample area to grounds for
various sports such as Soccer,
Cricket, Tennis, Basketball,
Athletics, Golf, Horse Riding
and several others.
In 2012, Pathways landed
into the pre-primary education
segment with the launch
of the first pre-school in
Gurgaon. With a dedicated
staff and visionary leadership
of Mr. Pramod K Jain, today
the Pathways Early Years is
located in 5 different locations
in Gurgaon and Noida.
The school also encourages
its students to participate
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in several social issues like
planting trees in nearby
villages and other activities
that take place on their school
campuses.
THE PHILOSOPHY THAT
ENCOURAGES
The school does its best to
optimise the consumption of
resources. The United Green
Building Council has recognised
Pathways School Gurgaon for
their Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design. They
were also awarded the “Best
Green
Infrastructure”
for
their enthusiasm in harbouring
Green Practices within their
campuses.
The school runs a special

PULSE
programme
that
consists of Pathways Life
Support Training, P.U.L.S.E
Classes, Social Behavioural
Counselling & support systems,
out of which the Pathways
Life Support Training Centre
is approved by the American
Safety and Health Institute.
Pathways School, Gurgaon
is working towards becoming
the top primary schooling
institution in the country. It
has already been excelling
in maintaining the global
standards as it is the first IB
continuum school in India, and
was also ranked India’s 1st
International Day School.

